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Disclaimer

The homepage of the ChriLu Bears is for information purposes only. Its content is not engaging. We try
to keep the content up to date. We assume no responsibility for the timeliness, accuracy, completeness,
accuracy, quality, and source of the information provided. Furthermore, we assume no liability for
damages caused by the use of the information on this website. Our website is neither a part of business
nor have to be considered as a commercial advice or counsel.
Websites of third parties (other than ChriLu Bären.de sites), which are linked with ChriLu Bären.de are
being operated and mantained independently. These are not under control and / or oversight of ChriLu
bears. The benefit of the linked sites is based on the terms of the editors of these linked sites. ChriLu
Bears is not liable for any loss or any damage caused by access to linked content. Therefore, access to
linked sites occurs at your own risk!
Copyright Notices

All rights are reserved to ChriLu Bears. All texts, logos, images, graphics and other content published on
this website are subject to copyright. These are to be used for the commercial purposes of third parties,
and on other websites only after prior written approval.
Communication by email

Communication via email can include security risks. Emails that are being send to ChriLu Bears can be
arrested and read on their way by experienced internet users or hackers. We assume that an email
received by ChriLu Bears is to be answered to. Otherwise, we refer explicitly to other means of

communication. On request, we are able to use current email encryption- standards.
Use of cookies & static data

ChriLu Bear use no cookies on their website. For internal purposes only static data on requests are
collected and stored on this website. The recording occurs without personal reference and is limited to
requests per site and per day / week / month as well as the ranking of the pages visited. This is done in
accordance with applicable privacy laws. Anyway, a more extensive data processing does not take place.
Miscellaneous

ChriLu Bears reserves the right, to change parts or update these Terms individually and at any time. Thus,
to get the actual Terns of Use, this page is to be visited regularly.
If any provision of the imprint becomes invalid, this shall not affect the remaining provisions. The
ineffective provision shall be replaced by way of supplementary interpretation by a provision to which the
parties identified pursued economic, informal or technical purpose is closer to.
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